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Entry:

„splitting wood is so 

popular, because you can

see immediately the

success of this activity!“

Albert Einstein
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1. Organzing the owners of a BLTC



1. Organzing the owners of a BLTC

1.a. Basic questions for development:

Where does the raw material come from?

Who organizes, manages and markets?

Who and where are the customers? 

Who and where are the competitors?



1. Organzing the owners of a BLTC

1.a. Basic questions for development:

Where comes the raw material from?

Who are the suppliers?

 forest owners (privat or state)

 forest owner associations

 larger forest enterprises

This is important for:

 average delivery amount per supplier and year

 the payment – terms / conditions

 delivery and acceptance planning (personal)



1. Organzing the owners of a BLTC

1.a. Basic questions for development:

Where comes the raw materials?

Is enough biomass potential in this region?

 is the forest overuse

 growing enough biomass, in which form grow the biomass

 needs the industry the same raw material 

This is important for:

 the delivery distance

 sustainable supply

 Public relation



1. Organzing the owners of a BLTC

1.a. Basic questions for development:

Where comes the raw material from?

How is the raw material delivered?

 by truck or tractor – trailer combination

 is it possible by train (trainlink)

This is important for:

 average delivery amount

 the appraoch road (brigdes, public streets, housing area,…)

 Opening times / delivering time

 storage plot (high of timber pile, area, …)



1. Organzing the owners of a BLTC

1.a. Basic questions for development:

Where comes the raw material from?

How far is the average delivery distance?

 How long is the time between two deliveries when the same supplier

 Are there any motorways or landstreets

 Where are the suppliers?

This is important for:

 Costs and disposition for acceptance (Personal,…)

 Combinations (supply and collection)

 Opening times / delivery time



1. Organzing the owners of a BLTC

1.a. Basic questions for development:

Who organizes, manages and markets?

Estimation of the work load

 How many time will be needed for each work-task ?

 Office work: Organisation of raw material, purchase and sale, calculation

of the prices, drawing up contracts, Organisation of the processes

(chipping, splitting, …), Organisation of the supply, post and mails, 

advisory services to costumers…

 Outdoor work: Receipt of the deliveries, management of the storage, 

preparation for the processes, support by the processes, cleaning the

plot, loading the products, ….



1. Organzing the owners of a BLTC

1.a. Basic questions for development:

Who organizes, manages and markets?

How do i make the marketing?

 in regional newspapers

 social media (facebook, twitter, ….)

 opening ceremony

 events every year

 banners, folders, informations

 give aways (lighters, matches, decks, key ring pendants,…)



1. Organzing the owners of a BLTC

1.a. Basic questions for development:

Who organizes, manages and markets?

When and how do i marketing?

Examples:

 Ads in newspapers September – Oktober 

 Organisation of a event Oktober – November 

 Public relation Fairs, whole year

 Information and folders whole year (Plumpers, oven seller,…)



1. Organzing the owners of a BLTC

1.a. Basic questions for development:

Who and where are the costumers?

Which are the main products?

 Wood chips

 Split logs

 Pellets

 Others

This is of importance for:

 Delivery logistics (trucks, tractor –trailer, pump-container,…)

 Storage hall (volume capacity)

 Processes, manipulation activities



1. Organzing the owners of a BLTC

1.a. Basic questions for development:

Who and where are the customers?

Who are the main customer?

 Heating plants

 Small und medium manufactors

 Privat people

This is of importance for:

 Delivery logistics (trucks, tractor –trailer, pump-container,…)

 Delivery services

 Amount and quality control

 Average delivery amount (personal) 



1. Organzing the owners of a BLTC

1.a. Basic questions for development:

Who and where are the competitors?

Who are the main competitors?

 other BLTC‘s

 Biomass trading enterprises

 Farmers

 Fossil fuels

 Industry for material use (raw material)

This is of importance for:

 Public relation and marketing

 Price level for sale

 Purchase costs



Organizing the owners of a BLTC:

Operator models:

In Austria we use 3 kinds of operator models for BLTC´s:

 Cooperative

 Limited liability company

 Work community



Organizing the owners of a BLTC:

Operator models:

The Cooperative:

 Every forest owner can be a member of the cooperative

 Every share of this cooperative is combined with a forest area and a delivery

amount. (e.g.: 1 share = 10 ha forest area = 50 cbm timber/year)

 A share has a defined value.

 The cooperative has to guarantee the acceptance of the agreed delivery

amount per year

 The money from the shares, were the own resources of the cooperative (for

Investments, …)

 The forest owner is liable for 200% of his share value.

 A task of the cooperative is to make a small business profit, but the goal is a 

good and fair price for the energy wood from the partners



Organizing the owners of a BLTC:

Operator models:

The limited liability company:

 Everybody can be a shareholder

 The summery liability amount is 35.000€, but at the establishment you must 

have 50% of this liability value as

 In most cases, the owner liability isn‘t enough for the companies own

resources, so they take a  credit with the owners privat liability

 A limited liability company is a profit company/organisation. The goal is to 

make a business profit at the end of the year.



Organizing the owners of a BLTC:

Operator models:

The work community:

 Work community is basically a community of interests

 Everybody can be a member, but in most cases the particpants are

associations or companies

 Liability is divided equally for all participants. Thus, they are liable for the 

entire company with their own property

 The idea is, to market the services of its own company or association.

 A work community has the main task to employ the members and make a 

small business profit



2. Basic economic calculations



2. Basic economic calculations

2.a. Basics:

Units in the forest management:

solid cubic metre [cbm, m³] corresponds to a cube with 1m edge length of

any material

stacked cubic metre [rm, Ster] corresponds to 1 m³ cube stories 1m length logs 

including the airspaces

lose cubic metre [lcbm] corresponds to non dumped (not compressed) 

amount of any materials of 1 cbm



2. Basic economic calculations

2.a. Basics:

Conversion factors:

Source: LK STMK / WVB STMK



2. Basic economic calculations

2.a. Basics:

Additonal units in the forest management for biomass:

fresh weight [to] the delivered mass is a substance in the 

delivered condition

moisture content [m %] the amount of water contained in a substance 

absolutely dry [atro to] mathematical wood mass at 

0% moisture content

air dry [to] air dried wood to a constant 

moisture content (15% - 20%)

kilowatt hour [kWh] Unit of measure for work or energy



2. Basic economic calculations

2.a. Basics:

M ~ 35% 
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2. Basic economic calculations

2.a. Basics:

Moisture content:

Moisture content is the amount of free (not cellular) water in the wood mass. 

The moisture content is determined by a standardized procedure.

This process is described in the ISO standard 14774-2 and is placed on the drying 

oven method. 



2. Basic economic calculations

2.a. Basics:

Moisture content:

Source: LK STMK / WVB STMK



2. Basic economic calculations

2.a. Basics:

Moisture content:

For the calculation of the water content following formula is used:

m = Gu - Go x 100 [%]

Gu

GU …. fresh sample weight

GO …. dried sample weight

The water content is described by the ratio of water mass to the total mass.



2. Basic economic calculations

2.a. Basics:

Absolute dry ton:

The absolutely dry wood ton is a sale unit, which is fair and accurate for both 

contract partners, because it is a unit which give a lot of information. 

The absolutely dry ton is a calculated mass of wood at 0% water content.

For the calculation of the water content following formula is used:

DM = FW [to]  *  (100 - m[%])    [atro to]

DM ... Mass

FW… fresh weight

m …. moisture content



2. Basic economic calculations

2.a. Basics:

Calculation of calorific value:

calorific value Heat of vaporization

calorific value = of the absolutely of the included

dry Mass water amount

calorific value = 5,2 [kWh] * DM [%]             0,63 [kWh] * m [%]

Calculation sample about 1 to wood chips with a moisture content of 23%:

calorific value = 5,2 * 77 %                          0,63 * 23 %   =   3,86 kWh/kg



2. Basic economic calculations

2.a. Basics:

Source: Wikipedia



2. Basic economic calculations

2.b. Operating and investment costs:

Administrative expenses:

Administartive expenses include all costs which are needed for the running business.

 Staff (salary, wage labor costs, daily and mileage allowance, rewards,…)

 Plot – storage hall (rental, leasing,…)

 Electricity, channel, water, garbage

 Office (paper, printer,…), telecommunication, insurance

 Bookkeeping, accounting and payroll services, expanses for bank business

 Member contributions, marketing costs

 Machinery costs (services, fuels, repearing,…)

These costs are solid components of the business calculation

and not depending on quantity



2. Basic economic calculations

2.b. operating and investment costs:

Invest costs:

Investment costs are usually calculated over a defined period. 

The rules to be established in each country by the tax authority.

 Investments for buildings (houses, storage hall, weightbridge,…)

 Investments for the plot (pave the plot, fence,…)

 Investments for machinery (wheel loader, splitter, chipper,….)

 Investments for technical equipment (computer, dry oven, chain saw,…)



2. Basic economic calculations

2.b. operating and investment costs:

Operating costs:

operating costs

=

adminitrative expanses

(all expenditure for the current business)

+

annual depreciation



2. Basic economic calculations



2. Basic economic calculations

timber

wood

split logs 100 

cm split logs 33cm wood chips

settled poured fine rough

[m³] [Rm] [Rm] [lcbm] [lcbm] [lcbm]

1 m³ timber wood 1 1,4 1,2 2 2,5 3

1 rm split logs 1m lenght, 

settled
0,7 1 0,85 1,4 1,8 2,15

1 rm ovenready split logs

33cm lenght, settled
0,85 1,2 1 1,67 2 2,5

1 lcbm ovenready split logs, 

33 cm lenght, poured
0,5 0,7 0,6 1 1,25 1,5

1 lcbm wood chips fine 0,4 0,55 0,5 0,8 1 1,2

1 lcbm wood chips rough 0,33 0,47 0,4 0,67 0,85 1

Source: ÖNorm 7133



2. Basic economic calculations

Source: FHP, average value for Austria

Wood species: bark content: kg / FMO AMM / FMO

[%] [kg] [kg]

spruce 12 475 2,11

fir 12 475 2,11

pine 13 570 1,75

larch 13 625 1,6

beech 8 707 1,41

oak 15 740 1,35

maple 10 633 1,58

ash 14 755 1,32

birch 12 585 1,71



2. Basic economic calculations

 automatic calcutaion

 marketprice

 price for timber an transport

 choice of different units



2. Basic economic calculations

 Furtherance/substidy by state

 which can be furtherance



2. Basic economic calculations

 automatic calcutaion

 price for production



2. Basic economic calculations



2. Basic economic calculations



3. Technical equipments and processes



3. Technical equipments and processes

3.a. Technical equipment:

Conditions and characteristics of biomass trade and logistic centre

Source: LK STMK / WVB GmbH



3. Technical equipments and processes

3.a. Technical equipment:

Conditions and characteristics of biomass trade and logistic centre:

minimum stock:

500 m³ energy timber wood

or

300 lcbm dry woodchips

300 rm dry split logs

Source: LK STMK / WVB GmbH



3. Technical equipment and processes

3.a. Technical equipment:

Conditions and characteristics of biomass trade and logistic centre:

warehouse for indoor storage of the products



3. Technical equipment and processes

3.a. Technical equipment:

Conditions and characteristics of biomass trade and logistic centre:

a fortified place for

manipulation

Source: LK STMK / WVB GmbH



3. Technical equipment and processes

3.a. Technical equipment:

The minimum requirement for technical equipment at a biomass trade centre are,

 Technical equipment for the measurement of the quantity

 Technical equipment for quality control and quality assurance

 Technical equipment for manipulation and loading the products



3. Technical equipment and processes

3.a. Technical equipment:

Technical equipment for the measurment of the quantity:

Source: LK STMK / WVB GmbH



3. Technical equipment and processes

3.a. Technical equipment:

Technical equipment for quality assurance and quality control:

Source: LK STMK / WVB GmbH



3. Technical equipment and processes

3.a. Technical equipment:

Technical equipment for quality assurance and quality control:

Source: LK STMK / WVB GmbH



3. Technical equipment and processes

3.a. Technical equipment:

Technical equipment for quality assurance and quality control:

Source: LK STMK / WVB GmbH



3. Technical equipment and processes

3.a. Technical equipment:

Technical equipment for manipulation and loading the products:

Source: LK STMK / WVB GmbH



3. Technical equipment and processes

3.b. Processes on a BLTC:



3. Technical equipment and processes

3.b. Processes on a BLTC:

Processes:

To guarantee the quality of the products and of 

the work, it is necessary to have a QA/QC 

handbook for the biomass trade and logistic 

center, in which all processes are accurately 

described and documented.

Every employee needs to know what is in this 

QA/QC Handbook described. 

It is the foundation to work properly and 

correctly.

Biomassehandbuch Steiermark_Endversion.pdf
Biomassehandbuch Steiermark_Endversion.pdf


3. Technical equipment and processes

3.b. Processes on a BLTC:



3. Technical equipment and processes

3.a. Processes:

Acceptance of deliveries:

Source: LK STMK / WVB GmbH



3. Technical equipment and processes

3.a. Processes:

Storage system:

Source: LK STMK / WVB GmbH



3. Technical equipment and processes

3.a. Processes:

Producing wood chips from timber:

Source: LK STMK / WVB GmbH



3. Technical equipment and processes

3.a. Processes:

Wood chips from residues:



3. Technical equipment and processes

3.a. Processes:

Full automatic production of split logs:

Source: LK STMK / WVB GmbH



3. Technical equipment and processes

3.a. Processes:

Drying and storage system:

Source: LK STMK / WVB GmbH



3. Technical equipment and processes

3.a. Processes:

Manual production of split logs:



3. Technical equipment and processes

3.a. Processes:

Delivery of woodchips:



3. Technical equipment and processes

3.a. Processes:

Delivery of split logs:



Thank you for your attention !

Martin Gaber

Waldverband Steiermark GmbH
Hamerlinggasse 3
8010 – Graz 
M: 0664 / 8846 2548
E:  martin.gaber@waldverband-stmk.at
www.waldverband-stmk.at
www.biomassehof-stmk.at

http://www.biomassehof-stmk.at/
http://www.biomassehof-stmk.at/

